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The following Code Sections are noted or discussed in this 1971 Review.






Section No. Page Effect Section No. Page Effect
12991 348-(A)
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS CODE
101 2 84_ (A)
650 213-(A)





























11027 -- - - 393---(N)
11028 - - 393--(N)
11029 - - 393 -(N)
11030 .393 -(N)
17507 - -214 .(N)
17533.8 - -.284_ (N)
17537 288--(A)
17538 - - 301 -(N)
17538.3 -- - -- 301--(N)
17538.7 -- - -274 - (N)
17913 214 -(A)
22350 et seq. - 230 -(N)
24070 ____266-(A)
24079 266--(A)
25656 -- - 311--(R)
CODE
789.7 370 .(N)
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1790.4 -- ----- 279 - -(N)
1791 279-(A)
1791.1 279-(A)




1792.5 - - 279--(A)
1793 - - 279----.(A)
1793.1 279.... (A)




1794 - --- 279--(A)
1794.2 279--(A)
1794.3 --- - -279 -- (A)
1794.4 --- ---- 279 - (A)
CODE OF CIVIL
35 -232--(N)
89 , - - 233 -- (A)
117 235--(A)
117h .241-(A)










Section No. Page Effect
1795.1 - - 279-(N)
1795.5 79--(N)
1803.2 - - 276-(A)
1804.2 276-(A)
1812.10 238. (A)
1858 - - 295_-(A)
1916.5.266... (A)
1952.6 -386 ---- (A)
2080.3 ----- 386....- (A)









3267 263 ....... (N)
3343 ---------- 283 (A)
4213 ---------- 423 (A)
4381 --- 39 (N)
4700 -337---(A)
4702 - 338 --- ,(A)




379c 24 ----.. (R)
379.5 ---- 241-(N)
380 - - - - -241 -.-..... (R )
381 241-(R)
382 24..(A)
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422.40 --- 41 -(N)









428.10 - ----- 241 - (N)






428.80 - -- 241 -(N)
429.10 - - -241 -(N)
429.20 - --- 241 -(N)
429.30 - - --- 241 - (N)
429.40 241--(N)
430 et seq. . 41 -(R)
430.10 241 -(N)
430.20 --- - -241 - (N)
430.30 - - --241 -(N)
430.40 241-(N)
430.50 -- 41-(N)






431.20 - - -- 241---(N)
431.30 2 41-(N)
431.40 241-(N)
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Section No. Page Effect










437b --- -- 241 ----.. (R)
437c 241---(A)
437d 241(R)









472a ----- 220 --- (A)
540 381_A)
542b ----- 231 - (A)
576.5 -- --- 224- (N)
581 - ---- 241,261 --- (A)
581a --227-(A)
583 241----(A)
585.5 -- - -- 240 --- (A)
612.5 -.232 --- (N)
626 241. (A)
631.8 -- 241-(A)
641.2 -- - 236---(N)
666 241-----(A)






871.2 - 241 _(A)
871.3 241-(A)
871.5 241---(A)
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Section No. Page Effect
904.1 337_ (A)
917.7 337-(A)









Section No. Page Effect
1167 229--- (A)
1167.3 229-----(N)
1167.5 - - -229 ------ (N)








9300-9400 263-(A) 25503 -- ---- 269- (A)
9700-9703 263-(N) 25534 269 -(N)
25003 - 269--(A) 25800 269-..... (A)
25100 -.216, 386, 269-(A) 28002 216 (A)
25103 269-(A) 28007 - - --- 216--- (A)
25133 269-(A) 28102-28105 _.-.216-....(R;A)
EDUCATION CODE
12459 - 424_ (A)
13013 - 360 -(N)
13403 - - 343 -(A)
13404 - - 343 -(A)
13404.5 - - 343-(A)
13405 343 -(A)
13406 - - 343 -(A)
13407 - - 343 -(A)
13408 -- - 343-(A)
13409 - - 343 -(A)
13410 343-(A)
13412 - -343 -(A)
13413 -- - 343-.(R;N)
13414 .... 343-.(R;N)












13426 --- 343-- (R)
13427 - - .343-.-.(R)
13428 - - 343 ----. (R)
13429 343-(R)
13430 - -343-. (R)
13431 3433...(R)
13432 -343--(R)
13433 -- - 343 ...... (R)





13439 - 343.... (R)
13440 .343--(R)
13485 et seq. ------ 343----(N)
22505 421 (A)
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EVIDENCE CODE
Section No. Page Effect Section No.
1070 . - 420-(A)
Page Effect
FINANCIAL CODE
1563 215 (A) 28011 216 (A)
15406 - 215-(A) 28012 216 (A)
GOVERNMENT CODE
800 -- 260--(N)
990 _- - 400_ (A)
1091.5 .401 -(A)













15202 - - 332 -(A)
25536.5 - -_ 404_ (N)
26205.1 - -_405-(N)









29631-29636 _ 407 -(N)




53035 - -398 -(N)
53036 - -398 -(N)
54797.2 - 408-(A;N)
54797.3 - ___408-(A;N)
65008 -- ----. 409 - -(N)
65600 398A)
65909 398----(N)
68082 -- -- _410. (A)
68083 410(A)
68092.5 227- -. (A)
68111 -- - --- 406- (N)
71007 _ - - 405.-(N)
72052.5 ... . 405--(A;R)
HARBORS & NAVIGATION CODE
293 -348 -(N) 6304.1 348 -(N)
HEALTH AND
7054.3 307-(N)
7054.4 - - 307-(N)
7113 .... 426--(A)
8342 9298-(N)






10615 -- - 339 -(N)
Selected 1971 California Legislation
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28757 - 299 (A)
Section No. Page Effect
28758.5 299. (N)
28759-28759.5 ------ 299 ...... (N)
28773-28773.5 ----- 299 .-....(N)





34281 -.........--------- 401 -  (A)
INSURANCE CODE
560 351-(N) 10277 - -354 ---- (N)
704.7 351---(N) 10278 354. (N)
771 -351-(A) 10508 353... (N)
10118 354_(N) 11512.1 352 (A)
10119 352 - (N) 11512.15 .......... -354 ------- (N)
10121 --- 352-(A) 12095 -68----(N)
10122 354_(N) 12096 268.N)
10142 -- 353-(N) 12097 -- 268 ----- (N)
LABOR CODE
96 _342 - -(A) 3720 ----------------- 416....(N)
1777.6 342, 344_ (A) 3721 ................ 416 - (N)
2805 427.(N) 3722 --416- (N)
2922 .342, 345--(A) 3723 - 4 416 ----- (N)
2924 ---- ---342, 345--(A) 3724 416. . (N)
2929 .342 (N) 3725 -. _._416 ---- (N)
3095 _342, 344 (A) 3726 -. __- 416----(N)
3096 --------342, 344_ (A) 3727 -416- (N)
3706 .416 -- (A) 3859 -418 --- (A)
3715 ___416_-(R;N) 3860 --- 418-(A)
3716 -- _-- 416-(N) 4651 . 17 (A)
3717 -- -_416 -(N) 5501 _418----(A)
3718 .... 416_(N) 5502 418A)
3719 .- -416 -(N) 5504 -418. (A)
MILITARY AND
987.30 - - 425--(N)
VETERANS CODE
PENAL CODE
148.1 -. 303 -(A) 270 _304--(A)
151 -303 -(N) 270h -----34 (A)
Pacific Law Journal Vol. 3
Section No. Page Effect Section A
308b .. 05 N) 1269b
347 305---(A) 1272
367d --. 306--(A) 1300
402d - --_ -306 -(N) 1300 et,
484d 274-(A) 1303
484h - - 274--(A) 1326
484j 274-(N) 1327
502.7 . _274_ (A) 1370.1
537 -- 307--(A) 1381
626.8 - 307 -(A) 1381.5 -
643 - -- 307 -(N) 1389.7-
646.5 .212 -(N) 1389.8
646.6 - 212-(N) 1390
647 - 312-(A) 1391
800 - ____314-(A) 1393
850 - - -- 314__ (A) 1394
851.6 _ _ 308-(A) 1395
890 -- 315 -(A) 1396
900 - 316-(A) 1408
902------ 316-(A) 1409




987.8 .-- - - 318 - (N) 1534
1033-1039.1 -. 332-(R;N) 2670
1121 - 317 -(A) 3049.5
1122 317..(A) 3703 -
1128 317-(A) 3704 -





1203.1a 320 -(N) -11161.5
1203.4 333-(A) 12303.1





40 197 (R) 41
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Section No. Page Effect
785 . -. 206. (A)









1506 385- .. (A)
1507 385 A)
1556.3 ---------- 209 ...... (N)
1912 - 209----(N)
PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE
5003.7 - --- 388--(N) 10022 _349.. (N)
10000 349--(N) 10040 349---(N)
10001 349----(N) 10041 349 (N)
10002 - --- 349 -(N) 10042 349 . N)
10020 - - 349--(N) 10043 - - -- 349-.-(N)
10021 -- 349--(N)
REVENUE AND





13671 - - 412-(A)
13724 412-(A)
VEHICI


















11110 - - 373-..(A)
11713.1 - --284...-(R)
12300 et seq. -- 284-(R)
12805 373---(A)
12810 --373-(A)
13201 - --__373- (A)
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563 - 359- (A)
576.5 356 (A)








657 -___- 360 -(A)
681 357, 368 -(A)
682 - 358 -(N)
700.5 358--(N)
Section No. Page Effect



























777 - - -- 356---(A)
782 .363---(N)
826 .364_(A)
871 - - - - -356 - (A)
1756.5 .364_-(R)
1801.5 .367--(N)







5172 --- ....--- .. - ... 420 - -(A )
Selected 1971 California Legislation
437-
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Section No. Page Effect
5172.1 -- - 312-(A)
5174 312,420-(A)
5176 420__(A)
Section No. Page Effect
5177 312__(N)
19855 312---(R)
Pacific Law Journal Vol. 3
